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About This Game
Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.
It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.
FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles
•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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I finished the game ...AND I LOVED IT!
The cut scenes were fabulous, the story was pretty interesting, hilarious dialogue, and the voice acting was perfect.
Studio Fizbin is to be commended on making fantastic game,
The game has a wonderful, jagged, hand-drawn style,and the Voice work is excellent.
Roberts and Laura\u2019s interactions are both hilarious and, precious.
The game has Numerous tricky puzzles!
If you\u2019re trying to figure out what it is that makes The Inner World so satisfying, you\u2019re really not going to be able
to pick any one thing. The story, graphics, and gameplay are all well made, but it\u2019s the sum of the parts that synthesizes
The Inner World into the charming gem that it is.
. THIRTY SECONDS FLAT
The Armored Transport is the first paid DLC to be released for PAYDAY 2, giving a go to a charade of downloadable
content of varying quality locked behind a paywall. There are some borderline-necessary DLCs one should consider investing
into, as well as ones better left out. This one stands in the middle of the two.
Heists
Armored Transport does away with heists with complicated structure, offering in return a more straight-on approach to
increasing your cash reserves - raiding GenSec armored cars much in the fashion of the famous truck robbery scene from
Heat. This is further reinforced by the free "Hockey Heat" mask available to players, which resembles the one worn by
McCauley and the crew.
The heists' payout differs along with difficulty: easier ones, such as Park and Harbor offer little challenge and a relatively
small reward, while tougher ones, such as Crossroads, provide a hefty income at the expense of increased difficulty, with
enemies attacking the players from all sides and snipers swarming the crime scene. The goal, however, is always the same:
raid the trucks and get away with as much loot as possible.
There is, however the sixth, secret heist, which can be accessed by finding a military blueprint in one of the Transport heists.
Situated in the vicinity of a mountain train station, this heist requires the team to steal a prototype turret which heavily
resembles Engineer's turret from TF2, as well as its ammo, either stealthily or loud. The diversity of the heist compared to its
Transport counterparts, as well as an increased payout and a non-linear approach to it make stand out greatly among the
heists in this DLC.
Weapons
This DLC provides three new weapons for the player to use: 1 assault rifle, Commando 553, 1 SMG, Swedish K, and 1 pistol,
Gruber Kurz. Despite being in different classes, these weapons share the ability to be highly-concealable, making them viable
for stealth or dodge builds, as well as them being available at any level, thus giving new or reranking players more guns to
choose from.
Commando 553 is a well-rounded assault rifle that comes with a hefty ammo pool and potential for high concealment. This,
however, is offset by the weapon's low accuracy and damage, as well as the fact that most mods can only be obtained through
Card Drops or Continental Coins.
Swedish K is a hard-hitting SMG, offering a base damage of 80, as well as high magazine capacity. The drawbacks for this
gun are subpar accuracy at range, full-auto lock and obscured iron sights. Still, it is worth bringing this SMG as a back-up
weapon for Enforcers with OVE 9000 saws.
Gruber Kurz is a highly compact pistol with a lot of reserve ammo and low recoil, maintaining good concealment even with a
supressor. However, the damage on this gun is mediocre without certain skills, like Specialized Killing or Fast and Furious,
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and so is the accuracy.
Masks
The masks that come with this DLC are modeled after four US presidents - Richard Nixon, Bill Clinton, George Bush and
Barack Obama, which seem to be inspired by the masks donned by the protagonists of 1991's Point Break, as well as the
Presidential masks from PAYDAY: The Heist.
Conclusion
It is a matter of good consideration whether to buy this DLC or not. The five Transport heists are repetative and do not offer
high payouts compared to other heists, however the Train one is definitely worth digging through the deposit boxes in GenSec
trucks. The weapons are definitely among the ones you might tempt to bring, no matter whether it's a loud heist or a silent
one.. If you have this DLC; add me and go for %30 xp bonus ^^)\/\/
in-game nick: twitch.tv\/blastryan. Warner bros spited on MK X, PC players and PC community. I don't like it. There are no
interesting mechanics, it is literally just run and shoot (jump over a barrier sometimes!) where the shooting aspect completely
kills any momentum in the racing part of the game.
I know! FPS games ARE just running and shooting, but they usually have more to them than this. MAYBE I'm just bad at it, but
I really like fast paced FPS games (Q3A, inMomentum etc) and this isn't doing it for me. Will be the first game I get a refund
on, I may return to it if it looks drastically different out of Early Access.
Yes I am aware that I've not played this much, but maybe there's a reason for that. :^). TL;DR - Great game for a quick mind
challenge!
Dawn of a Soul is a tricky mathematical puzzle game. It starts out straightforward and easy but the learning curve is steep and
after only a couple of minutes your brain will start smoking. In a time when a lot of indie games are simple "pay to win" games
this is a refreshing experience.
The visuals are great and very rewarding. Considering this has been developed by a single person makes the game even better!.
It was pretentious and boring.. Farming Simulator 2017 but the tractor is a Bangbus
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An awesome reverse tower defense game! I am thouroughly impressed with the mechanics and the atmosphere the game
provides for the player. Sure, the subject matter would probably have PETA breathing down their necks (or an equivilent like
the protesters in the game) but for me this game was wonderful entertainment! Just the right amount of challenge to really get
my brain going.. Not bad for a HO game. Decent enough story, and some decent logic puzzles.
. This game hits close to home since it is filled with early 2000's rock music. Good minuture game, can be nice but gets boring
after a while. To improve this game the devs should have more ideas for different types of game modes. Without changing the
game base you should just make slight changes to the game to give it more content and modes and it will be more interesting for
longer. Overall worth a try.. You might not believe in astrology or tarot cards, but who doesn't enjoy a bit of mystic mumbojumbo really ?
Kismet is basically an interaction with an ethereal gypsy fortune teller. She will read your horoscope or your tarot. You can also
play some traditional board games with her. It is a relaxing and meditative experience. You won't put many hours into it, but you
may come back to it from time to time for a bit of spiritual guidance.. Great. It gets a little unfair after the 3rd episode. Better
than Fortnite. Better than Minecraft. Better than those Minecraft rip-offs your little cousin plays on his iPad with his Cheeto
fingers.. All time classic, very nostalgic game, brings back many pleasant memories and continues to be amazing.
Avvruk.. Awesome game! I went to play the game and I also saw all the jumpscares but I am still afraid to play. Whenever I try
to play I just wind up closing the game. I am too scared to play but I just played I got through the first floor (7th floor) on my
5th try. First time I got jumpscared I jumped and landed on my chest. Second time I actually played and got frustrated because
DUH I don't know how to play. I went to the tutorial and it showed me the controls and what to do. As other people pointed out,
it doesn't tell you what to do if "The Follower", "The Greeter", "The Waiter", or the "Devil Elmo" appear. So I watched some
videos on it and I saw what to do. Still uncertain about the "Devil Elmo" but It gave me some advice. I am glad about that. First,
seeing people fail ingame. Then, seeing what to do if they appear. It was quite enjoyable to watch. The jumpscares to me are
very affective and always catch me off guard. "The Follower" is really quick and hard to keep away. That I want fixed for easier
gameplay. It is still a fun and hard game to play and I still recommend it! So for those who want to play, play away!. this is the
worst game i have ever played. i have made better games on AGS for ICT
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